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SELECT THE MODULAR ELEMENTS
The TETRIS 2.0 collection is composed by a wide range of modular elements that allow creating endless compositions.
You can choose between the following types of elements:

* The arms are available in 2 widths: W.10 cm and W.20 cm.
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Modular seats

Sofas with 1 side arm* Armchairs* Sofas with 2 arms* Low tables

Modular seats 
with backrest

Modular seats 
with side backrest

Modular seats with side 
backrest and side table

Modular seat with 
corner backrest

CHOOSE FINISH OF THE LEGS
The price varies depending on the chosen finish.
The price matrix shows the price according to the different metal finishes:
Colours M1 · Colours M2 · Chrome
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CHOOSE THE UPHOLSTERY MATERIAL
The TETRIS 2.0 collection can be upholstered in all the fabrics and leathers indicated in the finishes book.
The price matrix for each model shows the prices of the models according to the different upholstery grades.
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G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G10 G11

YOU CAN ADD UPHOLSTERED PRIVACY SCREENS
The TETRIS 2.0 collection includes the posibility of adding privacy screens in some of the sofas.
 The price matrix of each product shows the price according to the different fabrics.

+

Back privacy screen: available in all the fabrics indicated in the finishes book for sofas with the following 
widths: W.200-160-120-100-80cm. The sofas must be prepared for the privacy screens at our factory.
The price matrix shows the prices in the different upholstery grades.

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7

Three sided privacy screen: available in all the fabrics indicated in the finishes book for sofas with the 
following widths: W.200-160-120-100cm. The sofas must be prepared for the privacy screens at our factory.
The price matrix shows the prices in the different upholstery grades.

G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7
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GO TO INDEXAll prices listed in €. Taxes not included

Modular seats with side backrest 
and side table

prices +

Armchair W. 80cm with 
arms W. 10cm

prices +

Low table 80x80cm
prices +

Low table 120x80cm
prices +

Armchair W. 100cm 
with arms W. 20cm

prices +

Sofas with arms W. 10cm
prices +

Sofas with arms W. 20cm
prices +

Sofa with arm W. 10cm
prices +

Sofa with arm W. 20cm
prices +

Modular seat with corner 
backrest
prices +

Modular seats with side backrest
prices +

Modular seats with backrest
prices +

Modular seats
prices +

Privacy screens
(back side)

prices +

Privacy screens
(3 sides)
prices +

Privacy screens

Low tables Overview
Modular seats & sofas
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